PILOT STUDY CONSENT FORM
THE ANOTOTATORS

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this consent form is 1) to inform you of our agenda and intentions, and 2) to minimize the possibility of coercion from anyone.

YOU

You are asked to participate in our study because we believe you have experience pertaining to a field that could help us design a better user interface for you and your peers in the field.

WE

We are four University of California, Berkeley students doing a class project. The goal of our project is to create a user interface that will aid practitioners in the field of medical imaging and research.

TODAY

The purpose of today's study/interview is to provide us with feedback on the current implementation of our system.

DESCRIPTION OF PROCEDURE

You will be presented with a pen-and-software prototype of our user interface. You will then be asked to perform a series of tasks using said interface. We will encourage you to share your thought process and perceptions as you perform the tasks we request. The entire procedure will take no more than an hour. You may withdraw yourself from the procedure at any point in time.

HARM/BENEFITS FROM THIS PROCEDURE

For better or worse, you may gain some insight about the designs of user interfaces used in your practice. Other than that, there should be no harm to you in a physical, psychological, or social sense. Everything we will do today is common practice and no part of the procedure bears any risk of negative effects. Thus, we are confident that there will be no unexpected or undesirable side effects.

CONFIDENTIALITY

No one will acquire your contact info beyond those of us who already have your email address (We, the four students and Google, because we use GMail).

Professionally,
The Anototators

Robert Held
Gene Zhang
Edward Karuna
Anirudh "Ani" Vemprala

Sign below to acknowledge that you have read the above:
__________________________________    Date:_____________